UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
WOMEN’S TENNIS
2017-18 RESULTS

FINAL SCORE – Navy 6, Delaware 1
Saturday, March 3, 2018
Tose Family Tennis Center
Annapolis, Md.

Doubles competition
1. Brooke Pilkington/Sara Komer (UD) def. Amanda Keller/Kaylah Hodge (Navy), 6-3
2. Claudia MacKenzie/Emily Louie-Meadors (Navy) def. Sarah Hall/Amanda Studnicki (UD), 6-4
3. Catalina Rico/Amanda Cyr (Navy) def. Arielle Shuren/Sarah Whited (UD), 6-0
ORDER OF FINISH: 3, 1, 2*

Singles competition
1. Brooke Pilkington (UD) def. Amanda Keller (Navy), 4-6, 7-5, 10-6
2. Emily Louie-Meadors (Navy) def. Sara Komer (UD), 6-0, 6-2
3. Ansofi Wreder (Navy) def. Sarah Whited (UD), 7-5, 7-6 (3)
4. Carlee Conway (Navy) def. Amanda Studnicki (UD), 6-4, 6-4
5. Josie Rogers (Navy) def. Sarah Hall (UD), 6-2, 7-5
6. Kaylah Hodge (Navy) def. Draga Sabotic (UD), 6-1, 7-6 (3)
ORDER OF FINISH: 2, 6, 4*, 5, 1, 3

Overall Records
Delaware: 3-4
Navy: 10-4